Assessment of cerebral perfusion in post-traumatic brain injury patients with the use of ICG-bolus tracking method.
The aim of this study was to verify the usefulness of the time-resolved optical method utilizing diffusely reflected photons and fluorescence signals combined with intravenous injection of indocyanine green (ICG) in the assessment of brain perfusion in post-traumatic brain injury patients. The distributions of times of flight (DTOFs) of diffusely reflected photons were acquired together with the distributions of times of arrival (DTAs) of fluorescence photons. The data analysis methodology was based on the observation of delays between the signals of statistical moments (number of photons, mean time of flight and variance) of DTOFs and DTAs related to the inflow of ICG to the extra- and intracerebral tissue compartments. Eleven patients with brain hematoma, 15 patients with brain edema and a group of 9 healthy subjects were included in this study. Statistically significant differences between parameters obtained in healthy subjects and patients with brain hematoma and brain edema were observed. The best optical parameter to differentiate patients and control group was variance of the DTOFs or DTAs. Results of the study suggest that time-resolved optical monitoring of inflow of the ICG seems to be a promising tool for detecting cerebral perfusion insufficiencies in critically ill patients.